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Author: Campbell, Rod
Title: Dear Zoo
Summary: 'I wrote to the zoo to send me a pet . . .' Rod Campbell's classic lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo has been a firm favourite with toddlers and parents alike ever since it was first published in 1982. With Dear Zoo Noisy Book children can join in the story with eight interactive sound buttons.


**Author:** Disney  
**Title:** Finding Dory, Sing Along with Me  
**Summary:** Disney Pixar's Finding Dory reunites everyone's favorite forgetful blue tang, Dory, with her friends Nemo and Marlin on a search for answers about her past. Enjoy 6 friendly tunes with Dory, Nemo, Marlin, and some of their new, unforgettable friends.

**Author:** Disney  
**Title:** Finding Dory, Going Home  
**Summary:** Dory teaming up with Nemo and Marlin once more as they embark on an incredible adventure to discover all about her past and find her parents. This journey takes them to a marine institute. With 13 different sound buttons to press, this is a great book for children.

**Author:** Disney  
**Title:** Doc McStuffins, Doc is In  
**Summary:** Let your child help Doc make her toys feel better - complete with a toy reflex hammer, syringe, and thermometer! Following a day in the life of Doc and Hallie the hippo as they open up the backyard clinic, the book shows what each tool is used for and how they can help make animals feel better.
Author: Disney Pixar
Title: Incredibles 2 – Elastigirl to the Rescue!
Summary: Help Elastigirl save the day in this all-new, Incredibles sound story adventure.

Author: Donaldson, Julia.
Title: Stick Man
Summary: "Stick Man lives in the family tree with his Stick Lady Love and their stick children three." But it's dangerous being a Stick Man. A dog wants to play with him, a swan builds her nest with him. He even ends up on a fire! Will he ever get back to the family tree?

Author: Donaldson, Julia.
Title: The Gruffalo
Summary: A rhyming story about a clever little mouse and a monster. When mouse goes for a walk in a dangerous forest, he invents tales of a fantastic creature called a Gruffalo to scare off his enemies. Imagine his surprise when he meets a real Gruffalo!

Author: Donaldson, Julia.
Title: The Gruffalo's Child
Summary: The Gruffalo said that no Gruffalo should ever set foot in the deep dark wood. But one wild and windy night the Gruffalo's child ignores her father's warning and tiptoes out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn't really exist...does he?

Author: Donaldson, Julia.
Title: Tiddler
Summary: Press the buttons to play the sounds as you read along with the story. Every day, Tiddler is late for school, and every day he has another tall tale for his teacher. But did he really ride a seahorse? Did he really meet a mermaid? And who will believe him when he really does get captured in a net?

Author: Donaldson, Julia.
Title: Room on the Broom
Summary: The witch and her cat fly happily over forests, rivers and mountains on their broomstick until a stormy wind blows away the witch's hat, bow and wand. Luckily, they are retrieved by a dog, a bird and a frog, who are all keen for a ride on the broom. It's a case of the more, the merrier, but the broomstick isn't used to such a heavy load and it's not long before... SNAP! It breaks in two! And with a greedy dragon looking for a snack, the witch's animal pals better think fast!
Author: Donaldson, Julia.
Title: The Princess & The Wizard
Summary: "The princess may try seven times to escape by changing her colour and changing her shape." But each time Princess Eliza changes - into a blue fish, a yellow chick, a red fox or a black cat - the wicked wizard finds her and sets her another horrible task. Will this plucky princess be able to outwit him and escape back to the palace in time to cut her birthday cake?

Author: Duddle, Jonny.
Title: The Pirate Cruncher
Summary: An old pirate tells a tavern full of salty sea dogs about an island bursting with hidden treasure. Once they've set sail for the mysterious island, he tells them it is guarded by the terrible Pirate-Cruncher. Eventually their greed overcomes their fear and, when they arrive on the island a hilarious fold-down flap shows that the island itself is the Pirate-Cruncher, who promptly swallows the whole motley crew!

Author: Duddle, Jonny.
Title: The Pirates Next Door
Summary: The Jolley-Rogers have traded in the high seas for suburban life. Meet the Jolley-Rogers -- a pirate
family who is moving to Dull-on-Sea, a quiet seaside town, while they fix up their ship. This unusual family soon has the whole neighborhood gossiping. Defying the grown-ups, Matilda becomes friends with young pirate Jim Lad.
Author: Flecter, Tom & Poynter, Dougie  
Title: The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet  
Summary: Danny and Dinosaur are back, and this time they are going to space! But when Danny realises he's forgotten Dino's lunch box, the very hungry dinosaur eats everything in sight, including their only way home: the rocket!

Discover how Danny and Dino get home and play along with the sounds as you read the story!
Author: Hill, Eric.
Title: Spot's Noisy Things That Go

Summary: Spot and his friends discover all kinds of noisy vehicles in this five-button sound book. Join in by pressing the noisy buttons as they ride their bikes, play in a toy car and train and ride along with Dad and Grandpa on their tractor and fire engine!

Author: Hill, Eric.
Title: Spot's Noisy Peek-a-Boo Book

Summary: Spot is playing hide-and-seek with his friends. Lift the sturdy flaps and press the five noisy sound buttons to join in the peek-a-boo fun!

Author: Hill, Eric.
Title: Spot's Noisy Farm

Summary: Press the five sound buttons for lots of noisy fun on the farm! Spot is helping his dad on the farm today. Young children will love to push the buttons to hear all the animal sounds and Spot's noisy tractor - the noisiest of them all!
Author: Ladybird
Title: Peepa Pig, Beep Beep Brrrm!

Summary: Peppa Pig, George, Mummy Pig and Daddy pig are off in their red car to enjoy a picnic in the countryside. But what's that noise? With all of the noisy traffic blocking up the roads, will Peppa and her family ever get to have their picnic?

Author: Ladybird
Title: Peepa Pig, Stomp and Roar!

Summary: Peppa Pig, George and their friends are going on a big adventure to Grampy Rabbit's Dinosaur Park. At the park they follow some mysterious footprints, go down a giant dinosaur slide, and track down a huge dinosaur egg. At the end of the day Peppa and all her family and friends sing the "Dinosaur Stomp" song!

Author: Ladybird
Title: Peepa’s Super Noisy Sound Book

Summary: Peppa's Super Noisy Sound Book is a fun, interactive sound book, for fans of Peppa Pig! SNORT! Find out what happens when Peppa and George's very quiet day turns very noisy indeed! With 18 sound buttons
to press as you read the story, this is a super noisy gift for every Peppa fan!

**Author:** Little Tiger  
**Title:** Santa's Noisy House  

**Summary:** Santa's snoring away, getting some rest before his big trip and it's your job to ring his alarm clock and wake him up. After all, there's so much still to do before Christmas Day! This is a fabulously noisy, and sparkly, behind-the-scenes look at Santa's world as he prepares for the big day.
Author: Marvel
Title: Avengers, Assembled We Stand

Summary: The sound buttons bring you closer to the action with voices and sounds from the Avengers universe! The Mad Titan Thanos has the Infinity Gauntlet, and he's on the attack! Can Earth's mightiest heroes defeat him before it's too late? Read along and listen as Captain American, Black Widow, Hulk, and Iron Man team up to save the day!

Author: Murphy, Jill
Title: Five Minutes' Peace

Summary: A fabulous sound book edition of a firm family favourite, this is the story of Mrs Large the elephant – who just needs five minutes of peace and quiet away from her boisterous children! Taking refuge in the bathroom, she fills herself a hot, foamy bubble bath and takes in a tray of her favourite breakfast and the morning paper. But there's never a dull moment with the Large family, and it soon becomes clear that mum's quiet time is to be very short-lived!
Author: Nickelodeon
Title: PAW Patrol, Ready, Set, Rescue

Summary: From the sea to the sky, PAW Patrol pups work together to save the day. Seven PAWsome sounds.
Author: Parragon
Title: Farm Vehicles
Summary: Learn all about farmyard vehicles in this exciting sound book packed full of things that chug through the fields and farmyards - from terrific tractors to brilliant balers! With bright colours, appealing photographs and a super chugging sound, this book is full of interactive farming action!

Author: Parragon
Title: Grand Old Duke of York
Summary: March, two, three, four! Sing and dance along as the grand old Duke of York marches his men up and down and all around.

Author: Parragon
Title: Old Mac Donald
Summary: Old Macdonald had a Farm combines lively pictures with a classic rhyme that's easy for parents and carers to recognise and recite.

Author: Parragon
Title: Jolly Jingle Christmas
Summary: Let's celebrate Christmas together with Jolly Jingle Christmas! Visit the elves at their workshop as they
tap and tinker with toys. Hear the jingle, jingle of sleigh bells approaching...Sweet text by Becky Wilson, charming illustrations by Samantha Meredith and interactive sounds make this the perfect book to snuggle up with this winter.

**Author:** Prindle  
**Title:** Pinnochio  
**Summary:** The tale of how the old woodcarver Geppetto made a puppet boy from an unusual piece of wood, who could talk, dance and turn somersaults

**Author:** Prindle  
**Title:** Little book of Garden Birds

**Summary:** Being able to identify just a handful of garden bird songs is a skill that will stay with you for the rest of your life. However, learning how to tell a blackbird from a blackcap isn't that easy. That's where this enchanting introduction comes into its own. The ones that are featured here are amongst the 12 best-known European garden birds that you are most likely to see at a bird table.

**Author:** Publications International  
**Title:** Fireman Sam – Rescue Report
Summary: Action stations, everyone! Read all about Fireman Sam's busy, noisy, week.
We're going on a bear hunt. We're going to catch a big one. Will you come too? For twenty-five years, readers have been swishy swashing and splash sploshing through this award-winning favourite. Follow and join in the family's excitement as they wade through the grass, splash through the river and squelch through the mud in search of a bear. What a surprise awaits them in the cave on the other side of the dark forest!
Author: Scheffler, Alex  
Title: Noisy Farm  
Summary: The animals are having a very noisy time on the farm in the fantastic sound book. With six sound buttons to press, lots to spot on every page and fun activities to do, Noisy Farm is a gorgeous gift book children will return to time and time again.
Author: Usborne  
Title: Baby's First Very Noisy Book  
Summary: This is a bold, bright new book containing beautifully designed high-contrast images that are easy to focus on and a sound panel to bring the pictures to life. The words are onomatopoeic, providing easy prompts for parents to make sounds for their babies to hear, essential for their speech development along with the sound panel for added effect. The sounds include quacking ducks, tooting cars and a wailing fire engine.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Baby's First Very Noisy Farm Book  
Summary: With bold and bright illustrations, this title lets children press the buttons to hear specially composed musical sound clips incorporating animal and tractor noises.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Baby's First Things That Go Book  
Summary: With this irresistible board book with sound panel, little hands will love pressing the buttons to hear the bus beep, beep!, the plane zoom!, the boat hoot, hoot!, the train choo, choo! and the fire engine nee-naw!
Author: Usborne  
Title: Baby's Very First Nature Book  
Summary: Ten different animal sounds, including an owl hooting, bees buzzing and a frog croaking.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Baby's Very First Noisy Train Book  
Summary: Press the buttons to hear the musical sound clips which have been especially composed to evoke the sounds of steam trains. Delightful to share.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Noisy Diggers's  
Summary: Full of big noisy diggers for little children to discover, this title presents five sounds on the panel, one for each digger, including a rumbling bulldozer, a thudding rock-breaker, an excavator digging a hole and a tipper truck unloading rocks.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Noisy Dinosaur's  
Summary: 14 sound buttons, popular themes that will appeal to both genders Interactive book with prompts to press sound buttons. Strong design with mix of illustrations & photos. Simple and interesting text.
**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Orchestra  
**Summary:** Listen to the animal orchestra getting ready for a concert... from gentle woodwind instruments to crashing drums. Each section of the orchestra and can be heard by pressing the sound buttons. Press the final button to hear the entire orchestra playing together. A delightful introduction to the orchestra for young children. Specially written music and superb quality sound chips make this book a total delight.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Zoo  
**Summary:** The zoo is a noisy place, full of hooting monkeys, barking sea lions and roaring polar bears. Little hands won't be able to resist pressing the buttons and copying the animal noises.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Monsters  
**Summary:** Monsters are noisy creatures, they roar, bounce, crunch, giggle, burp, splutter, snore and whoop! Little children won't be able to resist pressing the sound buttons and copying the noises.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Jungle
Summary: This board book is perfect for sharing with small children, who will love pressing the buttons to make the sounds you hear in a noisy jungle, from animals such as monkeys, parrots and tigers.

Author: Usborne
Title: Noisy Pets
Summary: This lovely, big board book with an attached sound panel full of animal noises is perfect for sharing. Children will have great fun pressing the buttons to make the noises of the animals they see in each vibrant scene, including cockatoos, parakeets, hamsters, kittens, rabbits, a snake and puppies.

Author: Usborne
Title: Farmyard Tales Noisy Train
Summary: This Apple Tree Farm's train adventure features a simple story about the train with cues for the child to press the appropriate button. Children will have great fun making the train 'toot toot,' the dog bark, the cow 'moo' and the horse neigh.

Author: Usborne
Title: Noisy Funfair
Summary: All of the fun of the fair can be found within the pages of this lively noisy book. Colourful illustrations are accompanied by buttons which children can press to hear the joyful music of the carousel, the screams of those riding the Ghost Train,
and the bangs of the fireworks at the end of the night, accompanied by ooohs and ahhhs from the crowd.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Numbers  
**Summary:** With big, inviting picture buttons to press, children will enjoy hearing the animals and counting along with the number of times they bleat, bark, moo, quack and meow.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Spooky Book  
**Summary:** A ghoulishly good picture book with an attached sound panel to send shivers down young spines. The spooky illustrated scenes show cackling witches, wailing ghosts, oozing slime monsters, groaning mummies and a fiendish party at the end.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Bottoms  
**Summary:** This hilarious new sound book will provide hours of cheeky fun for little children - and for everyone else! You can follow the story of Little Bear as he discovers that all the animals in the forest have a very noisy bottom...including himself. There are five different sounds which are guaranteed to get children
giggling and repeating Little Bear's catchphrase..."What a noisy bottom!".

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Noisy Football Book  
**Summary:** It's the day of the big cup final and it's a very noisy match! Little hands won't be able to resist pressing the buttons to make all the football sounds in this exiting book.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** Sleeping Beauty  
**Summary:** An enchanting picture book with buttons to press to hear six well-known tunes from Tchaikovsky's famous ballet.

**Author:** Usborne  
**Title:** My First Keyboard Book  
**Summary:** Learn to play simple, well-known tunes on the sturdy keyboard attached to the book. Each note is represented with a different colour, which corresponds to the same colour on the keys, making this accessible even to very young children. Tunes include Twinkle, Twinkle, Frere Jacques, Ode to Joy and more.
Author: Usborne  
Title: My First Christmas Keyboard Book  
Summary: Learn to play festive tunes including Jingle Bells, Silent Night, We Three Kings and Deck the Halls with this sturdy music book and keyboard. Each note is represented on the page by a different colour, which corresponds to the same colour on the keyboard.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Musical Christmas  
Summary: A festive picture book with musical sounds - press the sound buttons to hear a range of classic famous tunes, including Jingle Bells, Deck the Halls, We Wish You a Merry Christmas and Silent Night.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Musical Nativity  
Summary: This picture book tells timeless tale of Jesus' birth, for young children. Follow Mary and Joseph as they travel by donkey to the stable in Bethlehem, and meet the shepherds and wise men as they follow the star, on their way to give gifts to Baby Jesus. Children will love pressing the buttons to hear the festive music which accompanies each scene.

Author: Usborne  
Title: Noisy Touch & Feel Santa  
Summary: It is nearly Christmas and Santa is on his way. Children will love the magical sounds, sparkly
pages and feeling the fur trim on Santas lovely, red Christmas coat. The sound panel brings each scene to life with Santas jolly laugh, his sleigh speeding through the sky, his boots crunching in the snow, the ticking of clocks and a rendition of Jingle Bells.
Dear Zoo. This site uses affiliate links. I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Comments: I had never heard of the book Dear Zoo before I started researching these book lists to find books for my own kids, which is somewhat surprising, given that my grandma was a children’s librarian and I was the perfect age to enjoy it when it was released in 1982.